NEED TO KNOW PLANET OF THE GRAPES
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The world is
in your hands
A crafty team of globe makers
reveal new orbs this summer

A celestial
globe, and Bellerby
artists handpainting globes
in London
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CHEATING ON
ROSÉ IS OK
Sure, rosé’s all the
rage, but there’s more
to summer vino than
the pink stuff. Here,
Michael Mina’s
master sommelier,
Jeremy Shanker,
shares some of his
Santorini
Manzanilla
Etna Rosso
Assyrtiko
Made from nerello mascalese
Sherry
favorite non-rosés for
grapes from the side of
This relatively unknown
Grapes for this fortified wine
the hot months,
Mount Etna, an active volcano from Andalusia are exposed
white from the famous
pairing them with
Greek island is citrusy, bright in Sicily, this light-bodied but
to salty sea breezes. It’s crisp
backyard-friendly
powerful red is energetic and
and crisp, and can stand up
and fresh, with high acidity
deliciousness.
smoky, and really
to sharp ingredients—perfect
and green apple and olive
for pairing with a Greek
salad or backyard barbeque.

2 8 – A M E R I C A N WAY

complements a rack of lamb
or an Italian seafood dish.

notes, pairing perfectly with
a charcuterie board.

Bordeaux White

With tropical notes such as
pineapple, this wine can
sometimes taste like cream
soda. Have it cold with a
spicy Vietnamese dish or
ceviche. Its green pepper
and lemongrass qualities
play well with spice.
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AT ITS ATELIER IN NORTH LONDON, BELLERBY
& Co is one of the last places on Earth to make
a traditional handmade model of, well, Earth.
“Each globe passes through four or five sets of
hands on its way to a customer,” says owner
Peter Bellerby. A cartographer helps to arrange
the flat map, which is then cut into gores (globe
segments) and applied in fragile wet strips to a
sphere cast out of quick-setting plaster. Artists
then hand-paint fine details of land and sea.
Bellerby recently collaborated with upscale
fashion retailer Mr. Porter on four new desk
globes, available online early this summer. A
moon globe, marked with lunar landing sites,
and a Silk Road globe, illustrated with the
ancient trading route, are also new. But
the most sought-after are still bespoke
creations customized for clients
with poems and illustrations,
often commemorating travel
experiences—which, like
handcrafted globes, are never
exactly alike. —SALLIE LEWIS
bellerbyandco.com

